Optical coherence tomography imaging of non-melanoma skin cancer undergoing photodynamic therapy reveals subclinical residual lesions.
Photodynamic therapy with methyl aminolaevulinate (MAL-PDT) is a widely used non-invasive treatment modality for non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC). The outcome of MAL-PDT is usually primarily evaluated clinically. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive imaging technology based on interferiometry. OCT has been proven to provide high accuracy in identifying NMSC lesions and performing thickness measurements of thin tumours. To describe the OCT morphology in in-vivo NMSC lesions during MAL-PDT treatment and to investigate the use of OCT in evaluating the response of MAL-PDT treated NMSC lesions. A total of 18 biopsy-proven basal cell carcinomas and actinic keratoses were monitored by OCT during 2 sessions of MAL-PDT treatment. At 3-months follow-up the patients were assessed both by OCT and clinically. If the clinical and OCT evaluation came to different conclusions on recurrence of the lesion, patients were followed more closely at clinical appointments for up to one year after the PDT treatment. All lesions displayed at least one OCT characteristic before MAL-PDT treatment. At 3 months follow-up, recurrence was suspected clinically in 5/18 cases, with OCT in 7/18 cases. OCT correctly identified all of the partial responses also found by the clinical examinations. In both cases where recurrence was only found in OCT, this was subsequently confirmed by histology. Our study suggests that OCT identified 29% more recurrences than clinical examination alone. OCT can detect subclinical residual NMSC lesions after MAL-PDT treatment and may therefore be an accurate tool for early detection of residual lesional tissue.